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Brand New Book. Plastic Jesus grabs you by the throat. From the opening paragraph, without
warning, it plunges you into a world of fear and confusion and visceral emotion. When it spews you
back out again, you are left dizzy, overwhelmed - and desperate to read more. And it s then that
you take your first fearful steps into Lark City. It is the near future, following a devastating Holy War.
Once part of the US colonies, Maalside, the New Republic, now stands alone in the Pacific, separated
from the heartland by 200 miles of salty ocean. Lark City is its capital, watched over by a 50 foot,
pouting, stiletto-heeled and garter-belted `Miss Liberty , a crude parody of the famous landmark
across the water. In this brutal neon jungle, Code Guy Johnny Lyon writes a Jesus social networking
AI, to rebrand religion following the war. But something goes wrong; a virtual hell breaks on the
streets of Lark - a violent, surreal and uncontrollable social breakdown. Caught in this terrifying web
of danger are Sarah Lee, Johnny s co-worker, drug lord Paul McBride who is determined...
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This ebook is definitely not e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read through. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- K a den Da ug her ty V-- K a den Da ug her ty V

This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS
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